Dynamics are inherent characteristics of batch processes, and they may exist not only within a particular batch, but also from batch to batch. To model and monitor such two-dimensional (2D) batch dynamics, two-dimensional dynamic principal component analysis (2D-DPCA) has been developed. However, the original 2D-DPCA calculates the monitoring control limits based on the multivariate Gaussian distribution assumption which may be invalid because of the existence of 2D dynamics. Moreover, the multiphase features of many batch processes may lead to more significant non-Gaussianity. In this paper, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is integrated with 2D-DPCA to address the non-Gaussian issue in 2D dynamic batch process monitoring. Joint probability density functions (pdf) are estimated to summarize the information contained in 2D-DPCA subspaces. Consequently, for online monitoring, control limits can be calculated based on the joint pdf. A two-phase fed-batch fermentation process for penicillin production is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Nowadays, batch processes play an important role in chemical and other manufacturing industries, to satisfy the requirements of producing low-volume and high-value-added products. In order to ensure consistent quality and operation safety, online monitoring of batch processes has attracted many research efforts, which can be based on process knowledge, first principles, or historical operation data. Since batch process mechanisms are complicated and process knowledge is often incomplete, the data-based multivariate statistical process monitoring methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [1, 2] , are of great interests for many researchers. Several variants of PCA have been developed for batch process modeling and fault detection. Among them, multiway PCA (MPCA) is most widely applied [3, 4] .
Dynamics are inherent characteristics of most batch processes, which should be carefully taken into consideration when building a monitoring model. In many cases, batch dynamics can be viewed as two-dimensional (2D) along both time-and batch-axes. The batch-wise dynamics may be caused by slow response variables, slow property changing of feed stocks, drift of process characteristics, or process controllers designed in the manner of run-to-run adjustment. In order to model and monitor such 2D dynamics in a proper way, an extension of PCA, two-dimensional dynamic PCA (2D-DPCA) method [5] , has been developed to extract both 2D dynamics and variable cross-correlations into the PCA score space and retain noises in the residual space.
In conventional PCA, two statistics, Hotelling's T 2 and squared prediction error (SPE), are respectively calculated in score and residual spaces for process monitoring purpose. The calculations of the corresponding control limits are based on the assumption that the scores and the residuals are multivariate Gaussian distributed. However, in 2D-DPCA, the score distribution does not obey such a hypothesis. To solve this problem, some pretreatments can be performed to filter out the 2D dynamics retained in score space and result in normally distributed filtered scores [6] . Such pretreatments are effective but troublesome, especially when the number of score variables is large. Therefore, it is desired to find a way to directly estimate the control limits from non-Gaussian information. By doing so, the complicated steps of filter design can be avoided, while the fault detection is still effective.
Meanwhile, multiple operation phases are frequently observed in batch processes, which may lead to more significant nonGaussianity. Although the multiphase monitoring strategy based on multiple phase models [7, 8] is applicable, a single-model-based non-Gaussian monitoring method without phase division is still of interest, since it can relieve the computation complexity.
To deal with non-Gaussianity, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a widely applied method in data modeling and clustering [9, 10] . For the sake of its solid theoretical foundation and good practi-cal performance, the utilizations of GMM have been successfully extended to the monitoring of continuous processes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and batch processes [16, 17] . In this paper, a non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method is proposed, which integrates GMM with 2D-DPCA. Therefore, the non-Gaussian information contained in the process data can be better modeled, and more reasonable control limits can be achieved. A two-phase fed-batch fermentation process of penicillin production [18] , which is a benchmark process in the research of multivariate statistical batch process monitoring, is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. In the next section, the fundamentals are introduced, including the review of the conventional PCA method. Then, in Section 3, the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method is proposed and described in details, followed by the application results provided in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section.
Preliminaries of PCA
PCA is a mathematical linear transformation method which is popular in multivariate data analysis. The formulation of PCA decomposition is:
where X(N × M) is a two-way data matrix to be analyzed, N is the number of samples, M is the number of variables, t j (N × 1) is the score vector, p j (M × 1) is the loading vector which projects data into score space, T(N × R) and P(M × R) are the score matrix and the loading matrix, respectively, R is the number of the retained score vectors and E(N × M) is the residual matrix. By choosing a proper R [19] , the original data space is divided into two subspaces: score space extracting most systematical variation information, and residual space containing only prediction errors (noises). The variable correlation structure is reflected by the loading matrix P.
For process monitoring purpose, T 2 and SPE are calculated in different PCA subspaces, respectively. In score space, T 2 summarizes the information of magnitudes which are the distances between new operation points and the center of the normal operation region; while in residual space, SPE is a measurement of model fitness. Such two statistics are complementary to each other. Taking the assumption that each normal score obeys Gaussian distribution, the control limits of T 2 are able to be derived using F-distribution. Meanwhile, with the hypothesis that residuals are normal distributed when there is no fault, the control limits of SPE can be calculated. In online monitoring, the values of T 2 and SPE are plotted on two control charts and compared with the corresponding control limits to detect the abnormalities. After a fault is detected, the contribution plots can be used for fault diagnosis [20] .
Before performing PCA, normalization is a necessary step. Proper normalization can emphasize correlations among variables, while reducing nonlinearity and eliminating the effects of variable units and measuring ranges. The most common way of normalization includes removing means and equalizing variances. For each element x n,m in the matrix X(N × M), the formula of normalization is like below,
3. Batch process monitoring using non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA
The overall procedure of non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA-based modeling and monitoring is shown in Fig. 1 , while the detailed illustration is as follows.
Batch data pretreatment
PCA was designed for the analysis of two-way data matrix as shown in (1) . However, the data collected from a typical batch process are usually represented by a three-way data matrix X -(I × J × K), where I is the number of total batches, J is the number of process variables, and K is the number of total sampling time intervals in a batch. Therefore, X -should be transformed to a two-way matrix before normalization and modeling.
In the proposed non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA, batch-wise normalization presented by Nomikos and MacGregor [3] is adopted. To apply batch-wise normalization, X -is first unfolded into a two-way matrix X(I × KJ), by keeping the dimension of batches and merging the other two dimensions. By doing so, each row of an unfolded matrix X(I × KJ) contains all measurements within a particular batch. Then, normalization is performed as shown in (2) , where N = I and M = KJ. After batch-wise normalization, the mean trajectories of all variables are removed from the data, while the variations around the normal operation trajectories are highlighted. Therefore, such normalization is helpful for batch process monitoring.
In a real industrial batch process, the duration of each batch may be different. In such situation, the batch-wise normalization cannot be directly performed. To solve this problem, Nomikos and MacGregor suggested to resample the batch data according to the progress of an indicator variable [4] . By doing so, the batch data matrix X -can be formed and the normalization can be conducted in the usual way. In the following of this paper, batch trajectories are assumed to have been aligned.
2D dynamic modeling
After data normalization, an important step is 2D dynamic modeling. In the literatures, MPCA is the most popular method for the multivariate statistical monitoring of batch processes by performing PCA on the batch-wise-unfolded data matrix X(I × KJ) (supposing X has been normalized). However, in the presence of 2D dynamics, MPCA is not a proper method, since it assumes the batch independence without considering the dynamics from batch to batch. To solve this problem, 2D-DPCA is used to combine PCA with a parsimonious 2D time series model structure. The basic idea of 2D-DPCA modeling is introduced below.
When 2D batch dynamics exist in a batch process, the current measurements correlate to the lagged measurements not only in the same batch but also in some past batches. Therefore, a past region, named region of support (ROS), is defined to consist of all the lagged variables indicating the features of 2D batch dynamics. The concept of ROS is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the 2D-DPCA method, PCA is not directly performed on the normalized matrix X(I × KJ). Instead, the batch-wise-normalized data points x j (i, k) (i = 1, . . ., I; j = 1, . . ., J; k = 1, . . ., K) are reorganized into an expanded data matrix X which is constructed with the current variables and all the lagged variables in ROS. wherẽ More details about the ROS determination are given in [21] . Then, PCA is utilized to decompose the expanded data matrix as:
With a proper number of retained scores, the loading matrix P reflects process correlation structure, and the score matrix T contains most systematic variation information including 2D dynamics [6] , while the normal distributed noises are retained in the residual matrix E.
Control limits calculation

Statistic for process monitoring in 2D-DPCA residual space
Based on the 2D-DPCA model in (4), the scores t T (i, k) and residuals e T (i, k) at each sampling interval can be derived consequently:
Since the residuals obtained based on a 2D-DPCA model are independent in both time-and batch-directions, the 2D-DPCA residual space can be monitored using the SPE statistic. The value of SPE at the kth sampling interval in the ith batch is calculated as:
According to Nomikos and MacGregor [3] , the control limits of SPE with confidence level˛at sampling time k can be approximated from a weighted 2 distribution:
where b k is the average of SPE values at sampling interval k and v k is the corresponding variance.
Statistic for process monitoring in 2D-DPCA score space
In score space, the situation is more complicated. Due to the dynamics, the 2D-DPCA scores are not multivariate Gaussian distributed, which means that the monitoring based on the T 2 statistic cannot ensure the efficiency of fault detection and may increase the chance of false alarms and missing alarms. To address this limitation of the conventional 2D-DPCA method, GMM is employed in this study to estimate the joint pdf of the 2D-DPCA scores. Then, the joint pdf is further used to specify the control limits for process monitoring. The details are as follows.
GMM utilizes a mixture of several component Gaussian density functions to approximate an arbitrary probability density as (10):
where z T is a sample vector, Â = {˛c, T c , c ; c = 1, 2, . . . , C} is a parameter vector, C is the total number of the mixture components, T c represents the mean vector of the cth Gaussian density function, c is the corresponding covariance matrix, p(z T |c) is the cth component density of z T ,˛c is the prior probability of the sample belonging to the cth mixture component, satisfying The model parameters Â need to be estimated from process history data. In the case of 2D-DPCA score space monitoring, a set of training data {z T (i, k); i = B + 1, B + 2, . . ., I; k = Q + 1, Q + 2, . . ., K − F} are available according to (3)- (5), where the definitions of I, K, B, Q and F are same with the definitions in (3), and z T (i, k) = t T (i, k) calculated in (5) . There are totally D number of objects in the training set, equaling to the row number in the expanded data matrixX.
The parameter can be estimated using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [22] through iteratively maximizing the likelihood function:
The EM iteration is initialized with the K-means clustering algorithm [11, 12] . Then, in each iteration run, the posterior probability p(c|z T (i, k)) is calculated for each data point, which indicates the probability that an object obeys a particular mixture component:
The above equation is known as the expectation step (E-step), followed by the maximization step (M-step) described in (13)- (15):
The E-and M-steps are repeated iteratively, until the calculations converge to a stable solution which maximizes the likelihood described in (11) .
To avoid overfitting, the number of mixture components, C, should be carefully selected. An often used criterion in model selection is Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [23] . Due to its effectiveness and low computation burden, BIC is also adopted in this paper.
After estimating the joint pdf p(z T |Â), the control limit for monitoring is defined as a threshold h corresponding to a certain likelihood. If a 100ˇ% control limit is to be set, the threshold h should satisfy (16) [13] :
In order to perform an efficient monitoring, it is better to set different thresholds h k for different sampling intervals along the batch duration, where k = 1, 2, . . ., K. To achieve this, the likelihoods of the normal operation data over all the batches at the kth sampling interval are calculated. When the number of samples is large, h can be directly identified, which is less than the likelihood of 100ˇ% of the nominal data [12] . Otherwise, when the amount of the normal operation data is limited, numerical Monte Carlo simulations can be utilized to generate "pseudo-data" obeying the distribution described with the joint pdf p(z T |Â). Then, the "pseudo-data", together with the nominal data, are used in thresholds estimation [13] .
Unified statistic for both 2D-DPCA subspaces
Although the PCA score space and the residual space are usually separately monitored, several methods have been proposed to monitor both of them with a unified statistic [13, 24] . The advantages of doing so are of two aspects: simplifying the operator's decision effort and reducing the chances of false and missing alarms [17] .
Using the method developed by Chen et al. [13] , the information in both 2D-DPCA subspaces can be synthesized into a unified likelihood statistic. The procedure of the calculation of the statistic and the corresponding threshold is similar to the procedure introduced in Section 3.3.2. By defining z T (i, k) = [t T (i, k), log(SPE i,k )], the joint pdf of the (R + 1)-dimensional vector z T (i, k) is estimated using the EM algorithm, where R is the number of retained scores. Then, the values of the thresholds can be achieved on the basis of p(z T |Â).
Online monitoring based on non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA
In online monitoring, first, the new measurements are normalized to eliminate the effects of the variable trajectories. Then, the normalized data are arranged into a vectorX T k) ] to include the lagged information in the ROS, where all symbols have the same definitions with the definitions in (3). 2D-DPCA is performed to calculate the scores and residuals as shown in (5)- (7), followed by the step of SPE calculation. If the SPE value is larger than the control limit, a fault is detected. Meanwhile, the GMM likelihood value for the scores is estimated from (10) , which indicates the operation status in score space. The negative log values of the likelihoods are plotted on the control chart, instead of the original values. By doing so, the control chart becomes easier to read. Only if both two statistics are within the control limits, the process is regarded to be running normally. After fault detection, the missing variable-based contribution analysis approach can be used in fault diagnosis [17] . We can also choose to use the unified statistic to monitor the entire process with a single control chart, instead of monitoring each subspace separately. The application examples are shown in Section 4. It can be noticed that, different from MPCA, only current measurements and lagged measurements in ROS are utilized in modeling and monitoring based on the proposed method. Therefore, in online monitoring, no missing future measurement needs to be estimated.
Multiphase 2D dynamic batch processes
Multiple operation phases widely exist in industrial batch processes. In multiphase batch processes, the nature of the process could differ between phases. If such a process is modeled with a single 2D-DPCA model, the scores in different phases may distribute differently, due to the correlation structure changing from phase to phase. Under such a situation, the overall distributions of the scores are even more significantly non-Gaussian. The nonGaussian 2D-DPCA method proposed above can solve this problem, which does not require the presupposition of Gaussian distribution in the determination of the control limits.
Application results
Fed-batch penicillin fermentation
In Section 4, a well-known benchmark process, fed-batch penicillin fermentation, is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method. A process simulator, developed by the research group from the Illinois Institute of Technology, will be used to generate the normal and faulty operation data. Such simulator has been widely accepted as a benchmark for method comparisons in the research area of process control and monitoring, whose validity has been studied in Ref. [18] . Different types of measurement noises have been included into the simulator.
The fed-batch penicillin fermentation is a two-phase process, which starts with a batch preculture for biomass growth. In this phase, most of the initially added substrate is consumed by the microorganisms and the carbon source (glucose) is depleted. When the glucose concentration reaches a threshold value, the process switches to the fed-batch phase with continuous substrate feed. As expected, the process features in these two phases are different. A process diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . The substrate feed is open-loop operated during the second phase, while the pH and the temperature in the fermenter are close-loop controlled with two PID controllers by manipulating the acid/base solution and the heating/cooling water flowrate. Small variations are added to mimic the real industrial operations.
To introduce 2D dynamics, the process data are generated by assuming that the disturbances in substrate feed rate vary from batch to batch in a correlated manner according to an autoregressive (AR) structure:
where i and k are the indices of batch and sampling interval, ε represents the normal distributed random noise, and determines the degree of batch-wise dynamics. In normal operations, the value of is specified to be 0.9, indicating a strong correlation between batches.
In the simulation, the entire duration of each batch is 300 h, consisting of a batch culture phase of about 44 h and a fed-batch phase of about 256 h. For illustration, nine variables are monitored as listed in Table 1 , which are measured under a sampling interval of 2 h. The variables of pH and temperature are regarded as the environmental variables and not built into the monitoring model. By doing so, the influences of the environmental variables on system dynamics can be studied, as shown in Section 4.5. To estimate the normal operation region for process monitoring, 50 batches of training data are generated. The initial conditions and parameter settings for normal operations are listed in Table 2 .
Monitoring of normal operation data
To compare the performances of different methods, the multivariate statistical process models are constructed using MPCA, conventional 2D-DPCA and the proposed non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA methods, respectively. The retained number of PCs in each model is selected based on cross-validation [19] . Another 50 batches of testing data, collected under the nominal operation conditions, are used to test the false alarm rates of each method.
The MPCA-based monitoring results of 100 batches are plotted in Fig. 4 , where the first 50 batches are training data and the last 50 batches are testing data. Although the T 2 plot is acceptable, the SPE control chart shows that MPCA cannot correctly identify the normal testing data. The reason is straightforward. MPCA only models the variances between batches without considering the batch-to-batch dynamics. Therefore, this method is not able to properly reflect the characteristics of 2D dynamic batch processes. 2D dynamic modeling strategies should be applied in such situations.
For comparison, the same data are modeled and monitored with the 2D-DPCA-based methods. Supposing that vector x T (i, k) contains the current measurements, the ROS for 2D-DPCA modeling is selected to include the lagged variables x T (i, k − 1), x T (i − 1, k) and
, where x T (a, b) is a row vector consisting of all measurements at sampling interval b in batch a. Hence, there are totally 36 variables used in 2D-DPCA model building, including 9 current variables and 27 lagged variables in the ROS. Using cross-validation, 16 PCs are retained in the 2D-DPCA score space. Fig. 5 shows the online monitoring results of several testing batches using a conventional 2D-DPCA model which monitors the process with T 2 and SPE statistics. It can be observed from the control charts, the false alarm rate based on SPE is acceptable, while T 2 does not work well. Such a conclusion is confirmed by computing the number of the points outside the control limits in all training and testing batches. In the monitoring of the training data, there are 3.4% of the total samples outside the 95% SPE control limit and 0.47% outside the 99% SPE control limit. In comparison, the percentages of the testing samples outside the 95% and 99% SPE control limits are 3.93% and 0.58%, respectively. The values of these two groups of statistics are reasonable and very close. However, the number of false alarms observed in the T 2 control chart is quite significant. In the monitoring of the training data, the false alarm rates based on the 95% and 99% control limits are 7.25% and 3.57%, which are both higher than the nominal values (5% and 1%). More false alarms occur when the T 2 statistic is utilized to monitor the testing data, where the false alarm rate corresponding to the 99% control limit increases to 10.92%. Such results are consistent with the analysis in previous sections. Due to the existence of the 2D dynamics and the multiphase characteristic, the score vectors are non-Gaussian distributed, which breaks the statistical basis of T 2 control limit calculation and further leads to ineffective monitoring. The normal probability plot [25] of the first PC is shown in Fig. 6 . In such a plot, if the data are Gaussian distributed, the points should form an approximate straight line. Therefore, the obvious departures from the straight line, which can be observed in Fig. 6 , indicate the existence of non-Gaussian distribution. The proposed non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method can solve this problem. As discussed before, the online fault detection can be performed in two different ways based on non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA. The first choice is to monitor the residual space and score space separately, while the other way is to simultaneously monitor both subspaces using a unified statistic. In separated monitoring, the residual space is monitored with the SPE control chart (Fig. 5(a) ), as conventional 2D-DPCA does. To monitor the score space, GMM is applied to calculate joint pdf of the scores, on the basis of which the control chart of the negative log likelihood is plotted in Fig. 7(a) . No significant false alarm is found in the plot. The false alarm rates corresponding to 95% and 99% control limits are 1.54% and 0.13%, respectively. The combined monitoring of both score and residual spaces provides similar results, as Fig. 7(b) shows. The corresponding false alarm rates in this case are 1.41% and 0.2%.
Detection of a change in batch-to-batch correlation structure
To verify the fault detection ability of the proposed method, a change in the batch-wise autocorrelation structure is simulated by adjusting the value of from 0.9 to 0.1, which weakens the correlation between batches. In this simulation, the first three batches are normal operated under the same conditions set for the nominal historical operations, while the fault is introduced from the start of the fed-batch phase in the fourth batch.
Since MPCA cannot correctly model 2D batch dynamics as shown in Section 4.2, this method is not applied for the follow- ing fault detections. The monitoring results based on conventional 2D-DPCA are shown in Fig. 8 , while the control charts using the non-Gaussian information are plotted in Fig. 9 . From the figures, it can be found that the conventional T 2 control chart ( Fig. 8(b) ) performs worst, because of the non-Gaussianity contained in the scores. Although the T 2 statistic give some indications after the fault occurs, the detection is inefficient. Meanwhile, false alarms in the normal batches can still be observed. The GMM-based score space monitoring reduces the chances of false alarms and detects the fault with a much clearer trend, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Better performance is provided by the SPE plot in Fig. 8(a) . This is understandable. Since the fault is about a change in batch-to-batch correlation structure and does not affect the variable trajectory magnitudes very much, it is reflected more clearly by the 2D-DPCA residual information. To enhance the efficiency of the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA-based fault detection, the unified statistic can be utilized. Through the comparison between Fig. 9 (a) and 9(b), it is easy to notice that the unified statistic, simultaneously monitoring both subspaces, outperforms the likelihood statistic only based on the score information.
Detection of a drift in the substrate feed rate
The second fault to be detected is a process drift, which is generated by adding a slow decreased ramp signal to the substrate feed rate. Again, this fault is introduced from the start of the fed-batch phase in the fourth batches. The conventional and non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA methods are applied for comparison. Since the drift significantly affects the magnitudes of the variable trajectory, it is expected to be detected more efficiently in 2D-DPCA score space. Such a supposition is confirmed by Figs. 10 and 11. In Fig. 10(a) , the SPE control chart is not sensitive to this abnormality. Only a few points are outside the control limits in the fourth batch, while the monitoring results in the fifth batch do not reflect the fault at all. The T 2 control chart in Fig. 10(b) captures the fault, but its performance is still limited due to the false alarms during normal operations. Therefore, as we can see, the conventional 2D-DPCA method cannot provide effective fault detection in such a case. In contrast, the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA model better identifies the fault. In Fig. 11 , clear detections are achieved using either the likelihood statistic based on the score information or the unified likelihood statistic.
Detection of a controller fault
The previous two faults affect the process operations only in the fed-batch phase. In this subsection, another fault occurring to the temperature controller is generated, which is a fault about the environmental variable and starts at the beginning of the fourth batch. To simulate this fault, the temperature set point is changed from 298 K to 298.05 K. The SPE control chart in Fig. 12(a) only responses to the fault in the phase of batch culture, but is not sensitive to the changes in the fed-batch phase. On the other hand, Figs. 12(b) and 13(a) show that the monitoring in 2D-DPCA score space is more efficient. The GMM-based likelihood statistic performs better than T 2 , for its lower false alarm rate and missing alarm rate. In Fig. 13(b) , the unified likelihood statistic shows similar fault detection ability with the likelihood statistic based on the score information.
Discussions
In this section, the performances of MPCA, 2D-DPCA and nonGaussian 2D-DPCA have been compared through the applications on a two-phase penicillin fermentation process with 2D dynamics. The conventional MPCA method is shown to be not suitable in the modeling and monitoring of 2D dynamic batch processes. Instead, 2D-DPCA should be utilized in such situations. The normal operated testing data and three different types of faulty data are used to compare the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method with the conventional 2D-DPCA. These two methods show same effectiveness in residual space monitoring, since they both adopt the SPE statistic. However, in score space monitoring, non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA performs much better. The GMM-based likelihood statistic always detects the faults more efficient and more clearly. Instead of using two statistics to monitor different 2D-DPCA subspaces, a unified likelihood statistic can also be used in the monitoring based on the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method, which summarizes the information belonging to both score and residual spaces. In the applications, the unified statistic is able to detect all three kinds of faults efficiently. 
Conclusions
2D-DPCA is a multivariate statistical method developed for 2D dynamic batch process monitoring. However, the non-Gaussianity retained in the 2D-DPCA score space breaks the statistical assumption for T 2 control limit calculation, and consequently affect the monitoring efficiency. To deal with the non-Gaussian information, the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method has been developed in this paper. In residual space monitoring, the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method shares the same statistic, SPE, with conventional 2D-DPCA; while these two methods monitor the score space in different ways. In non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA, the GMM method is integrated with 2D-DPCA to estimate the joint distribution of the scores. Based on the joint pdf, a likelihood statistic can be calculated for process monitoring. Since the Gaussian distribution assumption is not needed in the control limit calculation for the likelihood statistic, the fault detection based on the non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA method is more efficient. Moreover, non-Gaussian 2D-DPCA also provides a unified likelihood statistic to simultaneously monitor both score and residual spaces. It is recommended to use the unified statistic, because of its good performance and easy usage. The application results verified the advantages of the proposed method.
